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Freedom to live – The right of an individual
Everyone is born free and have the equality in dignity and rights.
Everyone has been endowed with reasoning and conscience and lives with the
spirit of brotherhood. This article of human rights give way to the freedom to live
as the right of an individual with his freedom of thoughts and expression and
freedom to worship and to assemble peaceably without arms. In his efforts to
earn his livelihood, he has to practice a form of conduct in such a way that he
need to include every other, do not interfere in their freedom and chance of an
opportunity that the world gets the best of all in their living which is
constructive. Based on this only the governance has been formed which is to
shared experiences of people in their public service, upraise them with conviction that forms the
democratic governance. The government is not to restrict anyone but to regulate all to have their best
without aggressive emotions surface and cause damage any way. Government is thus a facilitator to
enhance the skills of public and to provide them progressive opportunities and a middle force to regulate
the people for amity with conviction which is justice, and to frame legislations for the masses to avail
common services with their contributions carefully managed to produce the best of output involving the
people, for which we have the secretariat, judicial system and the assembly or parliament of public
representatives. There need to be a common source to offer links between the three and make them
updated with the excellence of his service for which we have the governor or president who are not
certainly the celebrities but an access point of every civic of nation, thus declared as first citizen of a nation
who has the responsibility to communicate and have a symbiotic relationships with all other countries. The
ministry is advisory and they have no statutory role to take lead and to order but to advice on the affairs of
the state to the secretariat and governor.
The practical scenario is just opposite to the democratic system prescribed as above, by the
Constitution of India, but the replica of the imperialistic system what we had before independence and we
find the same is transformed into authority where the core of imperialistic governance is authenticity. The
reasoning and conscience should find place in every activity of them reflecting their wishes and aspirations
transparently and with accountability which is not found in the existing governance for they practice the
responsibility given to them through election is authority and power for which the scenario repeats every
five years making the illicit boom, whereas the common civic suffer a lot and he is unaware of his freedom
with which he can live on his own peacefully. The bindings to the social system and the government make
them restricted and follow a stipulated pattern of growth which will no suit all for the uniqueness and
specialty of traits of an individual which make him different from others, and to which the significance is
not given by the policy makers. They make the policies to their expertise without realizing that the same is
to be practiced by common civic who has his own choices and they make it to their wishes which not
necessarily the wish of the people for whom the policy is made. This brings in controversies and difference
mounting to strikes which need to be solved amicably and not by tricks or to give up for the majority. The
election system as of now is much away from the purpose making the democratic system what we have as
laughing stock. Parliament system itself is federal and there is no meaning to have parliament, federal
system as the government, president federal system in US is the one prescribed for India too by
constitution, where the responsibility delegated to the president or governor is suppressed and they simply
remain as celebrities of the nation.
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This article deals with what could be done progressively to include all, to make them all responsible
and contribute their best to the nation that all could live with reasoning and conscience and that we get the
freedom to live contributing to others which is cooperation.
Dr.Mrs.MeenakshiPrabhakar
aspireacademicexcellence.com
Coimbatore Institute of Technology
Coimbatore

Freedom to live – The right of an individual
Introduction:
Every individual is born free and have equality in
rights and dignity. He is endowed with the conscience and
Social living is no longer a
reasoning and to live with others in a spirit of brotherhood.
sacrifice
or
compromise,
but
This article of the Universal declaration of human rights
contribution and sharing with
alone is sufficient to regulate the governance towards
transcendence.
people for the same is for the welfare of people. The
resources are to the mindful use of the people for their livelihood and the process of the sharing brought in
the concepts of trade and business that made the profession of every individual a must. This profession is
for the skills and for enhancement of skills people need to give education for their children and that made
them to form a component of the social system and availing public facilities and that eventually
transformed to infrastructures for which the government earned the funds from the people as taxes, which
actually mean the contribution, the labor of the people that got substituted with money. Then came the
fiat money system which made the cash flow liberal and the currency were printed in the country for its
needs and that put forth the wishes of people be done. The advent of internet and airways made the
people reach foreign countries for business and trade, that the demand for materials gave rise to
aggressive use of resources, and share market economy which had no correlation with the production but
the demand that the gross domestic products are not to the produce but to the boosted economy as
consumer efficacy. This made the economy floating with the cash flow and not grounded to the resources
that the greed of a few became the driving force of livelihood where the freedom of an individual is
ultimately lost. The forced environment is to every individual by a few influential with which the
progressive positive energy of the majority gets wasted. This authoritative governance is neither
imperialistic nor democratic, but anarchy which is a dangerous form of civilization in this era of
technological advancements for which we land in the bio war where the ethics and humanity are buried for
the greed to rule over the world which can never happen for power cannot rule the world. The defeated
countries for their inability to fight with this technological excellence will emerge again like phoenix, for the
power of nature is supreme and that helps the innocent.
The technology and advancements are for peaceful living of all and not
for a few to rule over the world which should be instilled in mind right from
childhood. The best form of living is living with nature and with all creations of
nature contributing to it, not by compromise. When this attitude is the attitude
of the government, we will be able to find progress is the reach of an individual
where his skill enhancement is the base. Nothing political and social disturbs his
growth but add to the development of nation collectively. The unbiased
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groomer and the care taker of everyone in this world is nature and for which all experiences are to one, to
come out taking the issues as opportunities. If due space is given for nature, none will go wrong for the
nature nourishes every one with due care and which any relationship in this world cant for their limited
ability.
The need to make one enjoy his freedom is for he will be at his brilliance and the maximum reach,
and tuning his abilities will be to his conviction that the outcome
will always be better. The task which is challenging the reformation
is the egoistic attitude of one for his virtue, where as the reality is
to the action one performs. The efficiency of the job will not be the
same ever, and for one even, the efficiency cannot be the same
with repetitions. This shows the virtue is not actually the
guarantee for efficiency, but the situation and environment, the
input given and the mindset of one for which I stress the virtue
should not be weighed but the action. The efficiency of one can
never be judged and generalized, it depends on several different factors unique for the happening, which
can have no way for prediction. We see this as the nature taking the regulation and should give what the
best for us, and remain away when we can’t give out our best for the disturbances. It is for this reason we
have holidays and the vacation, leave facilities with professional stance that is getting minimized now for
the greed of converting the same to experiences to predefined courses. Every activity we do brings us an
experience which is education, and expertise for which there need to be space. Only for this situation,
there need to be basic job requirements for the interests drive one to move completely away from the
basics and make the designation vacuum and the system is handicapped. When the interests move out of
the basics, it shows certainly the upgrading of an individual to which he must be accommodated with due
job revision and his regular job be filled with an alternate that always progress the entire system. It is for
this reason we have the fundamental rule for the government services, as to claim for the degree, job and
salary by every individual. This need to be promoted, if the government is for the mindful discharge of duty
by everyone in the system. The hierarchy is not to check the activities, but monitor where the committee is
inclusive and his violation should not bring punishments, but corrections and suitable measures to include
him for his dynamic mind set. Majority of the violations for the extraordinary attitude even to the core of
bribe and corruption which need to be fixed and regulated not punished. Every human being are to your
reach for they get some of your contributions that will progress them and not suppress them towards
which your activities should be. The government norms have due space for this inclusion. When there is
rejection and punishment, the same will turn out to be aggressive and for which there will be negative
consequences only.
There need to be a balance between the personal and professional space. The life pattern of
everyone is different that there cannot be generalized rules for individuals. Some find their relaxation in
their job, some find it in watching a movie, some find it in taking a short trip, some find it in going for a
pilgrimage tour, some find it in reading a book, and some find it in talking with people. To all this, there
must be enough space and the use of virtual space provide adequate transition in the personal and
professional space that there is no need to stipulate, time, space, knowledge, power and desire for they are
all illusions and take a change quite often. The volume of work done and the efficacy fixes the capacity of
one, potentials of one, which if remains unrestricted and to conviction give out the best form and when the
best of all is reflected in the nation , it will prosper, giving the illumination to the whole world.
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Conviction is the core, there is nothing right and wrong, as clear cut phases, there always remain a
transition phase for the dynamism is the soul of life. For this transition, one will find we are in the state,
which is to a fuzzy state of mind, which is to make an effort right and wrong for the reach and conviction of
an individual. There need to be always ways and freedom for the progression of one for which there cannot
be assessments and predictions. The result is to his effort which is known to the best of self and not to
anyone else. Virtue is an image with which one wishes to stagnate, stay and for which the same gives him
regression. Till we reach an image we will learn, unlearn and relearn and we get the recognition for us, the
image and virtue make us regress for it is a burden on one to sustain and that weighs down the spread of
wings where as self actualization, development with conviction always give ways to move up and above the
set norms for one.
One should always have the freedom to live, to give out his best, and in the best of his livelihood
for his wishes for he deserves enjoying the efforts taken by him. There should not be constraints and
restrictions from the government as to how he makes his property and living as long as there is no issue
from the public. This happens when the basic job requirements are met and there is more scope to add
special and unique skills as his own. For this, one need citizen centric governance in which there will be one
to one sharing in every progress of governance and this brings transparency and accountability. For this to
happen the personnel in public service both private and government need to offer simplicity and they
cannot be simplistic in their procedure. There is no need to have the
format and web forms, but mere conversation that brings out the
aspirations and skills of every one that he gets his best. There should be
concern on the beneficiary and respect to his self esteem, equality, rights
and freedom of thoughts, expression, and worship that the activity brings
the same from the other side. There will not be grievances if this is the
basic requirement of one to be in public service and this alone make the
governance citizen centric.
The personnel who work for the government are for public and
they also form a part of the public that there need to be justification of
what they perform and earn for the taxes, charges collected from the
public. They need to make their service revenue generating, benefitting the public that what they give as
charges worth what they earn out of the service and for which these charges will be voluntarily and will
fully offered by the public. Then there will be self sustenance and that the sovereignty achieved by the
government, it moves out to tax free administration. The revenue should come from all the public services,
both from private and government that the government enters into a regulating the activities involving the
public which will not be felt as burden or restriction that there will be absolute cooperation. The conviction
plays the due role and nothing can be by authority.
For this, it is essential to bring in the constitutional rights to all civic, where his life is his own
responsibility and the same cannot be for the restriction of government which act as a middle man or third
party, they are well within the system and part of it, who should forecast the consequences on behalf of
public before taking any decision. The votes in the parliament are for this purpose, and it is to be realized
that the art of living is something beyond the clear cut definition of true and false, right and wrong which is
to the might of an individual that it is actually a fuzzy logic if framed for masses. The ideas of the people are
to be collected not the votes and they are to be consolidated for the best including all that there comes
conviction and cooperation of all. It is not win lose, it is win win situation that the ego of an individual is not
provoked and that he gives out his wishes to come true.
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With this none is going to lose anything, none is to get eliminated from
the system, none to go waste, but all included in the system for their efforts and
skills and they always have scope for enhancement that there will not be
aspirations that remain ever as a dream but self satisfaction, learning, relearning,
unlearning out of the experiences they had. Nothing can be for the suggestions
and advice but everything for the experiences which is globalised world offers to
everyone. The accumulated powers, money and authenticity which made people
authoritative restricted to offer service, forced them to remain busy always with
which they lose the basic purpose of their responsibility to get shared,
contributed and used by all that the benefits goes to all, multiplying the living
conditions to peace and amity. It is not money and power that rule the world, but
humanity and concern to upraise them all to excellence on their own.
When these things are brought to real time living where there is no way for negative emotions and
pull downs, where it is felt the progress of one adds to all, it will offer a open environment, and for which
education should get liberated to accept one’s experience and understanding of real time situations as
qualification. This upgrades everyone who is deprived of qualification but has extraordinary skills and
expertise in a profession out of experience. It is to be understood that the civic need to progress always
which will fill the vacuum beneath and that is real development which can never be sustainable. The
development is always to risk that the failures are to get accommodated and make him move further taking
the lessons to which the flexible education system helps. There is no pace and duration as academic
calendar and the assessment is for the claim of an individual, there is no contact hours but the
communication made online and their self learning finds a part and this makes all comfortable for the
system is individual specific and assures success to all and since there is no rejection but only enhancement
everyone gets convinced and move up in his education and career to his best as in line or in leaps as they
find themselves confident that they are moving up.
Those who are to government jobs sustain their activities earning under the table mostly for they
enter into job out of way, people grieved find it difficult to get their redressal for which they oblige to
authoritative instead and move to be aggressive copying them which is the social scenario today. There
need to be scope for the officials to work online and that brings them satisfaction
and every year they can move to a better position and claim for a salary that is
possible to the core right form chief secretary to a lowest cadre in the hierarchy.
When this vista is opened, all can live progressively balancing their personal and
professional life. The virtual space is close to reality that brings out the truth ever
and that there cannot be negative emotions, pull downs and all. There can only be
contributions and not compromises that the growth of one is his own skill and
there can be leaps without comparison and affecting others that provide cordial
relationships in the hierarchy. The designation can always be created, the
responsibilities can always be enhanced that makes people engaged and not busy
that they feel saturated ever and not squeezed.
The biological clock of an individual is different and unique that it
can never be restricted to common activities. The volume of work
expected for a salary is to be assessed and not the physical presence that
one moves to his best always. The fraction of the time spent is his quality
time for the liberation that he ever does mindful jobs and has a schedule
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he needs and take his space that
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the society to the best form which in
crooked to the core using the
centric activities. The same cannot be
to make each individual realize what
everyone
gets
accommodated
The expression and thoughts make
recognized that he with conviction

Running after time is absolutely a regressive effort for the task focuses the job within the said time
not the quality of the task. The illusions as time, space, power, knowledge and desire are ever changing and
they can only set a limit that has scope always to get exceeded. They are only the acceleration, momentum
one can get, but not the deciding factors of one’s destiny that he should not be squeezed to meet these
illusions. The dynamism, feel at home attitude trusting others, getting what is needed from others with
inclusion and sharing, openness to accept changes and perception, finding the wishes satisfied out of skills
are essential which can be the best of traits that meet the illusions as positive set goals and not a
constraint. The same must be individual specific which can happen if the virtual space is taken as the
platform of social activities. All gets genuine jobs for their skills. There cannot be self centric attitude
anymore and for the realization of the same by the developed countries they come forward to invest in
consumer goods of basic needs which need to be utilized that the global civilization turns out to be
progressive.
The public can select the representatives not by election but by the services extended by them and
the manifesto given by them for a constituency. The mode of voting is to the counts alone and which make
all illicit activities creep in demanding democracy that is now to the core of anarchy that the nominations
invited should have a clear proposal of service given out and the manifesto they make for the constituency
which will be evaluated by the formed group of nominated members and from among them they have to
choose one which is essential to ensure integrity and focus towards serve
public with the best. Once the group chooses one from the team, the best of all
proposals will be consolidated to form the manifesto, action plan of the elected
with the cooperation of all others as committee for the constituency. The
elected member by this way will be announced as the provisional
representative of public needs and that gets permanent after a specific period
of public opinion. The public opinion will give all they need for the constituency
and that will get included and the schemes will be finalized which includes all to
their best and they can function as ex officio members getting the due rewards for
them. This makes the democratic system true to the purpose and with this every
individual gets linked to the government.
As per human rights an individual has the right to live anywhere across the
globe that the visa procedures need to be liberated giving the responsibility of
genuine living to their side with due regulations. There is no need for tax to
properties for the human rights permit the right to own things which includes land
too. The charges are to services and that alone will make public inclusive. When
the conviction of the involved is arrived at there will not be disputes and the assurance of individual space
to all make the people realize the consequences of mistakes from the part of the affected.
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Conclusion:
There cannot be development confined to a region or to a
country, the globe grows together contributing to all towards which
the activities of governments should be. It is a must that the
governance of all countries should be merged under the United Nations
and there cannot be war anymore. The military forces had the primary
responsibility as natural resources management earlier which is to be
brought back now to take care of natural disaster management. This should be the goal of the Security
Council and for which India should move to be the pioneer attaching its military force to UN. The birth of an
individual is to nature, the world belongs to him every way where he has the limitation as not to interfere
the freedom of others only. The fix as name, gender, religion, nativity all spoils the living of one and make
his life ever an ocean of hardships where the nature makes his birth only for enjoying what it gives to him
in his own way and nature takes care of his development that the
responsibility of women and children are not on men, the responsibility
for children are not on parents, and that of people are not in
government. There should not be scope for negative and aggressive
environment anywhere towards which alone the government should
progress.
Every one creates a bond who could contribute to others that
there cannot be restrictions; the social bonding is only contributions and not pull downs and setbacks.
Social responsibility is giving the freedom of one to his choice and indicating what we need from his as his
contribution. It cannot become a constraint if the communication is online and the contribution is through
virtual space. Social reformation is thus not in categorizing people and offer them freebies, but provide
equality to all to seek what they need to make a genuine living and that is the society for global stance. A
short fall felt and realized by one will always make him progress which is to a mistake too. Thus the court
proceedings are to make the victim realize the issues that he turns out to be progressive in giving out the
responsibility and he should not be punished with rejection.
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